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Discussions about gambling and poker software. 05-25-2013, 03:28 PM #1 Lower Feeder Join Date: November 2005 Location: Never Trust Smiling Troll Messages: 4,924 Poker Academy Pro 2.5 I downloaded poker Academy Pro 2.5 demo, but I can't make it work under Windows 7. Does anyone know
how to do this job? I've been trying to work as an admin and running in Windows XP compatibility mode. No bones. Also, is the company still around? Can I buy the reg code even if I want to? 05-26-2013, 06:10 PM #2 Rookie Registration Date: March 2009 Messages: 46 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 It
can no longer be installed, since the company that made the poker academy no longer exists, and thus the registration server is dead. 05-26-2013, 09:39 PM #3 Lower Feeder Join Date: November 2005 Location: Never Trust Smiling Troll Messages: 4,924 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 It Stinks. I was
playing hell from the poker academy back when I was first learning the limit hold'em. 05-26-2013, 10:43 PM #4 Lower Feeder Join Date: November 2005 Location: Never Trust Smiling Troll Messages: 4,924 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 And Wilson Products Don't Work Under Windows 7 either. Hell.
Microsoft screw. 07-06-2013, 06:40 PM #5 Journeyman Join Date: January 2010 Location: Maple Leaf Forever Messages: 254 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 I wonder why the website is still online? Who pays the bill to keep it online? Oh, and yes Microsoft is evil. But this is one of those rare cases where
it's not really Microsoft's fault. If the registration server doesn't work, the server is owned by Poker Academy (BioTools), not Microsoft. I visited the website to ask a question. I'll see if they email me. The latter, edited by Navurarka; 07-06-2013 at 06:52. 07-09-2013, 08:31 AM #6 centurion Join Date: May
2009 Messages: 158 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 Quote: Originally published phydaux I downloaded the Poker Academy Pro 2.5 demo, but I can't make it work under Windows 7. Does anyone know how to do this job? I've been trying to work as an admin and running in Windows XP compatibility mode.
No bones. Also, is the company still around? Can I buy the reg code even if I want to? I also recently downloaded this software. I used my registration code from my purchase a few years ago, but it didn't work. This code was supposed to be good for two downloads, but I only got one. So it seems I was
tricked out of my second boot. Poker Academy products are no longer sold on Amazon, so I think they are out of business. 07-11-2013, 06:41 AM #7 Stranger Join Date: July 2013 Messages: 2 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 Citation: Originally Published caballo66 Poker Academy Products Are No Longer
Sold on so I think they're out of business. Yes, their site is dead with a lot of unresolved URLs. But if you Google there are some older versions still to be found, ie 2.5.7 ... (adapted) they work under windows 7. 07-12-2013, 02:03 AM #8 Apprentice Join Date: January 2010 Location: Maple Leaf Forever
Messages: 254 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 Citation: Quote: Posted by DonKeyDon Yes, their site is dead with a lot of unresolved URLs. But if you Google there are some older versions still to be found, ie 2.5.7 ... (adapted) they work under windows 7. Downloadable versions? I didn't think to look any. I
suppose it can be launched in a virtual machine if you take a picture and keep resetting... 07-12-2013, 05:05 AM #9 Stranger Join Date: July 2013 Messages: 2 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 No, they work fine... After applying crack:-) Ditto for Prospector (1.0) 07-13-2013, 03:42 PM #10 Apprentice Join
Date: January 2010 Location: Maple Leaf Forever Messages: 254 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 Citation: Originally Published by DonKeyDon No, They Work Normally... After applying crack:-) Same for Prospector (1.0) Well, I paid $90 for this software, so I'm going to find a way to use it anyway. The latter,
edited by Navurarka; 07-13-2013 at 04:06 PM. 10-20-2013, 08:36 PM #11 centurion Join Date: May 2009 Posts: 158 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 Now there is a link to Genius Poker. I wonder if this is another company? I tried a three-day Download of Poker Genius, and it's very similar to the Poker
Academy. I really liked the Poker Academy, but I don't want to make the same purchase twice. Does anyone know anything about Poker Genius? 10-23-2013, 05:36 AM #12 Carpal 'Tunnel Join Date: Sep 2004 Messages: 11,558 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 Quote: Originally published caballo666 There
is currently a link to Poker Genius. I wonder if this is another company? I tried a three-day Download of Poker Genius, and it's very similar to the Poker Academy. I really liked the Poker Academy, but I don't want to make the same purchase twice. Does anyone know anything about Poker Genius? Looks
like they just bought a domain name and put up a mirror of an old site on it to convince others that they are the same people... Juk 11-29-2013, 01:48 PM #13 Stranger Join Date: November 2013 Messages: 1 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 Server pretty much done. I was trying to install it as well when I first
started and it really didn't work. Try installing another app that will allow you to play. 12-02-2013, 05:07 AM #14 Rookie Join Date: March 2009 Messages: 46 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 So is the poker genius software the same - or is there a new feature? So is it just a poker academy previous version
with new branding, or is it an update? 12-04-2013, 11:27 AM #15 Apprentice Join Date: January 2010 Location: Maple Leaf Forever Messages: 254 Re: Poker Academy Pro 2.5 Genius Poker looks 98% identical to Poker Academy 4 years ago. Only the GRAPHs of the EA symbol look different based on
the images I see. They screw people around and only reinstall twice as before? For $90 I think it's limiting garbage because some people reinstall operating systems often. Replicate every aspect of your typical game: bets, tournament structures, ring play, table players, and even the types of opponents'
opponents Table. The world-renowned AI for our bots means that opponents will recognize your weaknesses - forcing you to improve your game to keep up. Create scenarios and exercises to determine the best strategy for each table you encounter. Cut your story to reveal the main ideas in your poker



trends. With Prospector you can plug your leaks and reveal your weaknesses, or, spy on the flaws of your opponents. If you want to sit back with an automatically generated player report, analyze cross-sections of data yourself, or win back one hand at a time, Prospector will help you shed light on your
game. Currently only available on Google's desktop, the Poker Odds Calculator provides a way to quickly and easily calculate the odds of poker. Just select the hand and up to 9 opponent's starting hands, extra board cards and click Comp to see how each hand stacks up. Einige Word-Funktionen
Koennen in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei nderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Anderungen anzeigen Poker Academy is proud to present Poker Academy Prospector, the most in-depth, easy-to-use poker statistics analysis package designed to make you more profitable.
Poker Academy Prospector is fully equipped with an abundance of statistics, performance reports, manual playback, advanced filtering statistics, multi-database storage capacity for all your hands, and a clean interface to facilitate poker analysis. Check out the screenshots and our full list of features to
find out more. We read poker forums, follow major poker organizations, and closely follow our own community poker forum. Our focus is on poker. At Poker Academy, we always strive to create the best poker software in all areas of poker. From learning, analyzing games to perfecting your game, Poker
Academy has many poker tools designed to help you along the way. Welcome to the most powerful and intuitive poker analysis package on the market. Whether you're playing on any of our many supported online poker sites, or just with Poker Academy, then let the auto import take all your hand stories
and turn them into a visual breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. Discover your poker stats and explore every aspect of your game with ease and comfort. Whether it's to learn the flaws in your game or in your opponents, The Prospector Poker Academy will shine a light and bring wisdom to every
area of your gameplay. Excellent poker software starts with high-quality poker AI. Why? Poker, including Texas Holdem, has many levels of strategy and play. If you learn to beat poor opponents, the odds are good that your strategy won't hold when you advance, The best players. Sitting for the best
game, you have to change your style and learn to play at a new level. This is where our Texas Holdem Software Coach Poker Academy Pro excels. Artificial intelligence in our poker software is based on the world-renowned poker AI developed Alberta. But AI is just the beginning of the most powerful
training tool available for Hold'em. Pro allows you to simulate any type of opponents, table types, game structures, scenarios and exercises - and allows you to do it from more than 200 hands per hour! Together, these exceptional poker tools enhance their strength to significantly increase your profits at
the table. Once you identify your problem areas with Poker Academy Prospector, the power of Poker Academy Pro can be used to help fix them. When you play an exercise against a bot, it doesn't know that you always hold the same two cards - or that the board will always flop the pair. All he knows is
how to play solid poker. This way you can practice any problem area for hours against the opponents who challenge you the most. Oh, and if you're up to it, our holdem software allows you to custom create an opponent, so you can create bots that play any opponent and really learn to dominate the table.
Find out what our products can do for your Texas Holdem game and for your bankroll. Try our award-winning software and become the new star of poker. We offer free demonstrations of our software to make you feel confident in any investment you make. So take this opportunity and open your poker
stats with Poker Academy Prospector, or download Poker Academy Pro and experience the power of an unprecedented poker training package. Package.
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